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Welcome Back

Student booklet pages: 3
What you will need:

Lesson overview:

In today's lesson pupils will reflect on what they learnt and felt
over lockdown.

Pupil booklets
Optional - Me/We handouts,
scissors and question cards. The
handouts can be printed on paper
but work better on card.

Starter:

It helps to start the first lesson with a ice breaker game to get the pupils more comfortable with talking to each
other again. Below are a few easy ideas for you to choose from. Pupils can play these games with one partner or
have a few games with different people.
Game 1 - Name 5
During lockdown name 5 - Animals you saw / TV programmes you watched/ Books you read/ things you learnt/
foods you ate / people you talked to / games you played
Game 2 - Do you prefer
being hot or cold / crisps or chocolate / puzzles or Lego / walking or running /
drawing or colouring / TV programmes or films / zoom (face time) or phone call /
going to bed early and waking early or going to bed late and waking up late / jeans or joggers
Game 3 - Yes or No
One person in their pair has one minute to ask questions and the other person can only answer with yes or no
Task 1: Write or draw all the things or days you enjoy over the last few months.

Task Notes:

They can draw or write here what they enjoyed.
This could be:
My
day
- Fun days (Birthdays, Christmas, snow days)
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- Family time
- Play time (with games/ toys / craft / outside)

Task 1, 2 & 3 - Pupils complete these
in their booklets. Here are ideas of
what they could write about.
Tips
Every child will have been
through something different.
It was not all bad. (Try to
encourage them to think about
what was good)
There are no right or wrong
answers here.
Younger children may need
more support coming up with
ideas for task 3.
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Everybody has had times over lockdown when they have missed things or found things
difficult.
Task 2: Write or draw in the box below some of the things you have missed or found difficult.
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They can draw or write here things they
found difficult or missed. These could be;

Missed - people/ clubs / places (school, holidays,
fun days out)

Found difficult - boredom/ sleep/ worries/
school work/ feelings (being confused,
scared, lonely) / family arguments.
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Task 3: You would have found new ways of doing things during lockdown. Write which of these
things you would like to carry on doing.
Here are some ideas of what they can put.
- Walking
- Eating as a family
- Reading
- Quiet play
- Being creative

- Showing their parents their work
- Talking to friends on the phone
- Washing my hands more
- Cooking
- Kindness (helping look after others)
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Optional Creative Activity
This activity will encourage your pupils to share and talk about their own experiences of lockdown and discover
if this was similar or different from other people.

ME and WE

What you will need
Print out the next page onto card for every pupil and one list of questions for each group.

What to do:
1) Each pupil cuts out around the edge of the word as shown in the photo below. The template say 'ME' and if
you turn it upside down it says 'WE'.
2) Using a ruler draw between the W and the E on the back of the paper.
3) Put the pupils into small groups of around four.
4) In these groups each pupil writes on the 'WE' side what they have in common. On the 'ME' side what they
don't have in common. They can use the question sheet to help them, but they can also add their own if they
choose.
5) These make a great display to hang up on a string across your classroom.

Plenary
Ask pupils to list three new things they have learnt about what others experienced in lock down.
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'ME' and 'WE' Questions
What to do:
1) Cut out around the edge of the word. The template says 'ME' and if you turn the upside down 'WE'.
2) Use a ruler to draw a line between the W and the E.
3) Read each question in your group. If more than one of you has the same answer write the statement on the
'WE' side of the card.
4) If only one person can agree with the question they write the statement on the 'ME' side of the card. If your
answer is no to the question you don't write anything.

Questions

1. I have a brother at home / We have got brothers at home
2. I have a sister at home / We have got sisters at home
3. I played outside in the snow / We played outside
4. I got a pet in lockdown/ We got pets in lockdown
5. I sometimes got bored / We sometimes got bored
6. I missed my friends / We missed our friends
7. I went on Zoom / We went on Zoom
8. I went out on my bike/ We went out on our bikes
9. I had problems sleeping / We had problems sleeping
10. I went into school during lockdown/ We went into school during lockdown
11. I sometimes felt lonely / We sometimes felt lonely
12. I went on a run / We went running
13. I sometimes felt worried / We sometimes felt worried
14. I did some cooking / We did some cooking
15. I am worried about returning to school / We are worried about returning to school
16. I played outside lots / We played outside lots
17. I built a den / We built dens
18. I talked to my friends on the phone / We talked to our friends on the phone
19. I had a birthday during lockdown / We had birthdays during lockdown
20. I did Joe Wicks / We did Joe Wicks
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